CS1115/CS5002 Web Development 1 - Lab sheet 2 - Informal feedback
Key to comments
(1) Didn't validate
(2) Indentation could be better
(3) sections/articles within main are not correct
(4) Some or all <li>s within your <nav> are not clickable
(5) © or ® or ç should be &copy; or &reg; or &ccedil;
(6) <footer> ideally contains <p> and <small>
(7) Several problems with <em>, <strong>, <b> and/or <i>
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No work submitted.
Near-perfect! Well done.
No work submitted.
(2)(4) + you've no <header> and no <nav>. Otherwise, good.
(1)(4)(6). Otherwise, good.
Perfect! Very well done.
(6). Otherwise, excellent.
Substantially incomplete.
(2)(4)(6). Very good.
Substantially incomplete.
(1). Shame it doesn’t validate because excellent otherwise. If using h1, h2,...,
don’t skip any (you’ve skipped h1).
(2)(4)(5). Otherwise, good.
You should have used two <p>s, rather than <br/>s. Otherwise, excellent.
(1)(3)(4)(5)(6) + you've no <header> + don't put width and height on images in
HTML + no need for the <div> + you need <articles> + don't use <br>s + you
are using a tag <h>, which does not exist + your table is after your </main> +
…
No work submitted.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7) + You've no <header>, no <section>s, no <article>s. You
shouldn't be using <div>, nor <br>. You have misunderstood the exercise the goal was to choose the right tags, not just to make the HTML look the
same as the PDF.
No work submitted.
(1)(2)(3)(5)(6)(7). You need <section>s for each month + you do not need the
<br>s.
(1)(2)(3). Your articles and section are the wrong way around.
(2)(3) - your use of <section>s/<article>s is not right.
(1)(2)(4)(5) + you're confusing <head> and <header>.
No work submitted.
(1)(2)(4)(7).
No work submitted.
(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + you've no <header> + you've <article> instead of <nav> +
you have <section>s that only contain only an <h1>, which is not the right
thing to do + you're using <p>&<b> where you shoud be using <h1> +…
(1)(3)(4)(5). You need to put each month' stories into <section>s.
(2)(3)(4)(6). This web page needs <article> inside <section>s, not <section>s
inide <section>s.
(2)(4). Very good.
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(2)(4). Otherwise, excellent.
(2)(4) + you're over-fond of <footer>s + don't put <strong>s into <h1>s.
Otherwise, good.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7) + you're confused about <head> and <header> + you're
using <b>/<em> where you should be using <h1>. Quite a bit adrift.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + ... Needed more effort: quite adrift.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + your <section>s/<article>s are adrift, inc the way you wrap
the last new story into the footer.
(2)(4)(5) + too many ids + one of your ids is very peculiar. Otherwise, very
good.
(2)(4). Otherwise, excellent.
(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + you need <article>s inside <section>s + your <h2> are in the
wrong place + your <table> should be part of the previous story + …
(2)(3)(4)(5) + you've no <header> + your sections/articles are all messed up +
don't using <strong> inside <h1><h2> etc.
(2)(3)(5) – you needed some <article>s.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5). This is not really a finished piece of work.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5). You've no <section>s, no <article>s. Your <main> comes too
late.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) - roughly speaking, you have articles & sections the wrong
way around + but also your placement of the table and the last story are not
correct + …
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) + no header, no sections/articles + using strong where you
should be using h1 + ...
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) + don't put width/height on images in HTML + the nav nested
list is not like the one in the PDF + no real attempt to do the structure of the
document: main, sections with articles inside them. It's not really complete.
(2)(3)(4)(5) - you need some articles
(2). Otherwise, excellent.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6). Your sections/articles are quite adrift.
(6). Otherwise, near-perfect. Excellent.
(3)(4)(5)(6). The months should be <section>s not <article>s + the last story
should be part of the section for the last month.
No work submitted. (Permissions wrong).
(2)(3)(4)(6) + your <main> is in the wrong place + you don't need to put
<header> in a section, nor a section in the nav + because you're using <b>
where you should be using <h1> + … This is a long way adrift.
No work submitted.
(2)(3)(4)(5) + no header + you need articles + if using h1, h2,..., don’t skip any
(you’ve skipped h1) + the last story should not be an aside.
(2)(3)(4)(5)(6) + you've no <main> + you are using <b>s where you should be
using <h1>
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5). Your sections/articles are adrft + you are using <b>s where
you should be using <h1>s.
Substantially incomplete.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6). You need to think about sections/articles.
(2)(3)(4)(6) + no header + you need articles in sections + you're using <b>s
when you should be using <h1>s.
(2)(3)(5)(6)(7) + the image should probably be in the header + your
sections/articles are quite adrift - some of your sections only contain
headings, which is not the right way to use them.
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(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7) + figure should be in header + you don't need <b>/<strong>s
inside <h1>s + your <table> is after </main> + there shouldn't be an <aside>
+…
No work submitted.
(2)(3)(6)(7). You need <article>s for each new story. <small> is for legalese,
not for every h1/h2/etc.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + no header. Quite a bit adrift.
(2)(3)(4)(5). Your use of sections & articles is adrift. Your <h1>s should be
inside sections/articles. And often you are using <header>+<strong> when
you should be using <h1>
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there that causes non-validation + some of your sections contain just an h1,
which is not great (sections group together stuff).
No work submitted.

No work submitted.
(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7) + you'rre using <strong>s when you should be using <h1>s
+ your sections/articles are adrift inc the placement of the <table> +…
(2)(3)(5)(7)
(2)(3)(4)(5) + missing a lot of <i>s + you are using <b> where you should be
using <h1> + you need <article>s + you need a footer + …
(2) + you've a <p> that should be within the preceding <article> + the last
story should be an <article> within the last <section>
(2)(5). Excellent.
(2) + some cheese names using <em> instead of <i> + </p> in wrong place in
your second <nav>. Otherwise, excellent.
The last story should have been an <article> inside the third section.
Otherwise, excellent.
(2)(4)(5) + you've no header + your table should be part of the previous article
+ use <small> in footers for legalese
(2)(3)(4) + you've no sections/articles + you're using <b> where you should
have <h1>s + your </main> comes too early + …
No work submitted.
(2)(4)(7) + the table needs to be inside the previous article + the last story
needs to be in an article within the last section.
(3)(5)(7) + no header, no main.
No work submitted.
No work submitted.
(3)(4)(5). Your use of sections & articles is considerably adrift.
(1)(2)(43)(4)(5)(6)(7) + you’re using p+b for what should be h1s + you’ve not
divided the main into sections/articles + the last story should not be in the
footer +...
No work submitted.
No work submitted.
Near-perfect! Well done.
(1)(2)(4)(5)(7) + your placement of the table and the last story are not right +
your placement of h1 inside sections/articles is not right
(1) due to <body instead of <body> + you could use <small> in the footer.
Otherwise, excellent.
(1)(2)(3)(5)(6)(7) + the nav nested list is not like the one in the PDF + you're
mising a lot of <i>s + your second <header> is a mistake + …
No work submitted.
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(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7) + header not done right + no sections/articles + stuff about
the new web site should not be in the footer + ...
(2)(3)(4) + you don’t need a section class=”head” when you have <header> +
if using h1,h2,..., don’t skip any (you’ve skipped h1) + you’ve no
sections/article + you’ve these enormous <a> tags (which suggest you’ve
misunderstood somthing) + the story about the new web site should not be in
the footer.
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(3)(5) + you need sections and articles, and your headings (h2 etc) need to be
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inside the sections/articles, not outside + you use <em> instead of <i> for
some cheese names.

(1)(2)(4)(5) + many of your <strong>s should be <h1>s.
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) + you're using <p>&<b> where you should be using <h1>s +
you need <article>s + numeric id's are not the best approach + ..
No work submitted.
No work submitted.

